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--------------------------------------------------------------
The 24-Track Workstation is Here…
Roland revolutionized the digital studio workstation concept with
the original 8-track VS-880. Now some 200,000 V-Studios later,
Roland once again raises the bar with the VS-2480: the first self-
contained digital recording workstation to offer 24-track recording
and playback. And with its ability to record 16 tracks simultaneously,
the VS-2480 can capture a full live performance including individually
miked vocals and drums, plus guitar, bass and keyboards. 384
Virtual Tracks provide a virtually unlimited workspace for storing
alternate takes and ideas. Once the recording is finished, simply
select any 24 tracks for mixdown and playback.

--------------------------------------------------------------
24-bit/96kHz Sound Quality
It’s no secret that increased headroom and dynamic range translates
into better recordings. So naturally, the VS-2480 offers a 24-bit MT
Pro recording mode and a choice of sampling rates including 44.1
and 96k. But truth be told, there are other factors that determine
how good a digital recorder can sound, such as the quality of the
analog-to-digital converters used. Fortunately, the VS-2480 boasts

The VS-2480 24-track Digital Studio Workstation is the pinnacle of Roland’s V-Studio technology. As the first
self-contained hard disk recorder to offer full 24-track/24-bit digital recording with onboard effects processing
and optional CD recording, this impressive workstation is already light-years ahead of the competition.
And with its built-in 64-channel digital mixer, 17 motorized faders and VGA monitor output—plus mouse
and ASCII keyboard inputs for quicker operation—the V-Studio is making history all over again.

● World’s first self-contained 24-track/24-bit/96kHz 
digital recording workstation with onboard 
effects and optional CD-burning capabilities

● 24-track simultaneous playback; 16-track 
simultaneous recording with 384 V-Tracks

● “Drag-and-drop” editing using included mouse; 
also accepts external ASCII keyboard (optional)

● 64-channel, fully automated digital mixer with 
17 motorized faders

● Professional-quality connections including 8 XLR 
with phantom power/16 balanced TRS inputs

● 2 stereo effects processors (expandable to 8) 
including COSM Mic, Speaker and Guitar Amp 
Modeling plus Mastering Tool Kit

● 24-voice Phrase Pads for triggering and 
arranging phrases directly from disk; WAV file 
import and export function

● Dual R-BUS ports for expandable I/O in a 
variety of analog and digital formats

● SMPTE and Word Clock input

● Compatible with large-capacity 3.5” IDE hard 
drives (up to 128GB capacity*)

● VGA Video Output serves as a graphic 
“Information Display” for realtime confirmation 
of playlist, mixer settings, and EZ Routing

*In 10GB partitions. See your authorized Roland dealer for details of hard drive included.

Roland’s best 24-bit A/D converters—praised for their warm, natural
sound. And once in the digital domain, this sound is processed
using full 56-bit resolution. So regardless of how much dynamics
processing, EQ and internal effects are being run, your music will
always sound its best.

*At sampling rates of 96kHz, only 12-track playback is possible.

--------------------------------------------------------------
“Drag-and-Drop” Editing and
Keyboard Control
With Mouse and ASCII Keyboard inputs, the VS-2480 bridges the
gap between hardware- and software-based recording. Just plug in
the included mouse, add an optional keyboard, and you’re in the fast
lane of professional production. Using the mouse, you can move
audio by clicking on a phrase and dragging it to the desired location.
Or, highlight and copy phrases with familiar “point-and-click”
commands. Even tasks such as naming songs and phrases are 
easier—just type them in without having to scroll through individual
letters! This familiar mouse-based editing was previously only
available using software, but the VS-2480 brings it to the rock solid
V-Studio recording platform.


